Frosh Council Plans Dances

The freshmen will hold a square dance featuring Associate Professor J. B. McNulty, as caller, it was announced by the Frosh Executive Council Monday evening.

The dance, to be held in the new dome between 7:30 and 10:30, with an extra hour for convivial dancing, has been extremely successful due to the excellent calling of Mr. McNulty.

Attended by approximately 160 students, the dance was enjoyed by the entire membership of Trinity men, the square dances have served to provide needed entertainment for freshmen on Friday nights.

A variety of dance figures were presented, and an announcement of a dance to be held Saturday night in Smith College will be transmitted to Froshmen.

Trends in Education, or rather the lack of trends, was pointed out at the meeting Monday night by John Haydn. or organization winning the Intramural Sports Award, he said, was pointed out at the meeting Monday night by John Haydn. or organization winning the Intramural Sports Award, he said,

President Jacobs, Monday evening, received a Freedom Foundation Award for "his outstanding record in the struggle for the American Way of Life" during the past year.

In the address delivered by Dr. Jacobs at the Freedom Foundation, he said, the award was presented in recognition of "his contributions to the maintenance of the American Way of Life" during the past year.

The President's award was made "in recognition of the outstanding contribution of an individual to the American Way of Life," it was announced by David B. Ford, of the Freedom Foundation. 

"One who adheres to the truth and the essence of Americanism is the man who has contributed his life to the ideals of the American Way of Life," he said, "and Dr. Jacobs is one of the men who has contributed his life to the ideals of the American Way of Life."
It is rarely that a jazz recording is released which combines mature, expert arrangements, closely-knit ensemble playing and original, jazz improvisations. The TRIPOD has done it successfully, and has proceeded throughout. It is a phenomenon worthy of enthusiastic praise and here we will briefly discuss in words the outstanding compositions on this Victor LP, and discuss the man who stands behind them.

Shorty Rogers is a trumpeter, arranger, composer, and a leader. He initiated his jazz career with vibraphonist Red Norvo. He was then drafted into the Army where he did work with dance and military bands. Following his Army service, Shorty joined the Woody Herman "Horn Band" during which time he wrote "Backtalk. " "Keep and Pouchy" and most of the Woodchoppers (the Little band within a band) arrangements. Shorty soon became the founder of this band's arranging department and eventually the head of the writing such compositions as "Jambly" and "Jolly Rogers." Shorty has done the greater part of his work on the West Coast, but his jazz has gained popularity all over the country and, in fact, the world, of the first two recordings are fine examples of Shorty's musical penmanship in his writing for small units of about nine or ten men.

And now, in recent months, Shorty Rogers has doubled his ten piece outfit and has found a new field in which he proves that jazz can be maintained with certain discipline and still retain that necessary commodity "swing." The make-up of the band is not the usual set-up of a trumpet, trombone, and saxophone section, plus those rhythms, as supplemented throughout by the addition of the tuba and most outstanding of all, the French horn. One can detect, also, throughout the album a bouncy California feeling of fresh air and sunshine. The men performing enjoy playing together as much as they enjoy the music itself.

The appropriately entitled composition "Costume" is a contrast of dynamics and total coloring with the band and the trombone of Milk Burnhart. The introductory build from very weak renderings of two triangles and the silvery tones of Johnny Grass' French horn to a crescendo whose peak is reached with the addition of the five saxophones and the interweaving play of the trumpet section. At this peak Milk's trombone solo emerges. As always the bridge of this eight-bar solo is built up, and in the last eight bars, this is rendered as a virtuoso version to musical comedy by a very few, now in academic success.

When the history of the 20th century is finally written, we may find that the explosive concern with communism among teachers has caused a caution among our Parliaments which may endanger the freedom it seeks to preserve. Sounds decisions must be based upon consideration of all aspects of a problem and a logical reasoning, combined with experience. Our teachers increasingly hesitate to undertake the classroom discussion on controversial areas, because of the great pressure today for conformity, spoken about by President Eisenhower. If our young people do not learn to answer the reasoning of others, both left and right, students will be mere puppets without a real intellectual lies as adults.

"President Jacobs'" concluding remarks were made in a speech before the 10th Judicial Circuit, Colorado, July, 1952.

Freedom of expression is the very foundation of the American way of life. Our form of society was a noble experiment against the forces which denied the freedom we cherish. It is a society that has depended for growth and development upon freedom of expression and exploration.

Freedom of expression is vitally important if our institutions of learning, which have been such a powerful influence in the building and development of our nation, are to continue to function effectively. My major concern in regard to freedom of expression is that unless it is fully protected, associated with national security, we will lose the benefit of the pioneering spirit, the spirit of experimentation, of the development of new ideas and new concepts which are so vital to a nation as we build on which it has prospered. I am afraid we will fall into the dangerous pit of thought control, into a pattern of thinking that will preclude new ideas and will stifle future advance.

I believe we are experiencing a strange feeling in our educational system that freedom of expression is not protected, and we are growing with alarming rapidity. Teachers and students are careful to the ideas they express. To draw an answer in our own all of our way of life is not only folly of the first order; it is potentially dangerous.

Our educational system has been subjected to serious attacks; our schools, educational facilities have been unjustly accused. They are not hot-boxes of un-American ideologies. In fact, they are remarkably free of personal influence as well as the party line. But the danger is that our citizens will lose confidence in our institutions of learning, in the vital role they must play. And with that loss of confidence, our colleges and universities will no longer serve as the chief guardians of our freedom.
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P.F.A. Meeting

There will be a meeting of the P.F.A. in Alumni Lounge tomorrow night at 7:30 to iron out details and to enlist participants in the conference. There has been a considerable amount of interest shown to which representation of the club will be discussed at this time.

Elliot Lawrence to Play at Senior Ball

With the Junior Prom less than two weeks away, the date for the Senior Ball has been set for April 16. The dance will be held at the Hartford Club, and the music will be supplied by Elliot Lawrence and his band.

The object of the annual awards is to recognize the outstanding efforts to improve Denver.

Franklin A. travelling to Fords Bank

The Board of Directors of WRT radio said that senior John Franklin would take over the duties of Program Director, as Robert Kingsbury resigned due to pressing studies. A new position, that of Assistant Program Director, was created for Scott Leophr, a new comer to WRT.

The meeting was held at the University Club in New Orleans where the university is located.

Student Assembly Hears Jacobs on "A Trinity Education"

"Why a Trinity Education?"—this was the question posed by President Jacobs to the students at an all-school assembly yesterday. The college proxy pointed out in his speech that the development program initiated in the interests of the student has been successfully em­ bodied upon. He went on to suggest that each man face on the question: "Why are you in college?" Dr. Jacobs brought out the facts that many students are entering college and that he hoped the present students were here for "... other and more compelling reasons; namely, to acquire that bread and general education that will equip you to be effective citizens and leaders of our republic."

WJUD in Operation Garners President

WJUD, the college radio station, is now in operation again after a new receiver purchased by the Physics Department. The station has been previously unable to operate because of the lack of a receiver.

Selection results show Owen Garmer as president, Bob Wood as vice-president, John Drury as secretary, and Pete McE globe as treasurer. Professor Robert Kingsbury is the faculty ad­ visor.

WJUD operates on the college network every Friday between 9 P.M. and 4 o'clock. This net includes stations in the Northeastern and Middle Atlantic sections of the country.

The station has been previously unable to operate because of the lack of a receiver.

Available understanding and appreciation of our basic constitutional rights and freedom inherent in the American way of life.

IFC Initiates Rutgers Plan

The Rutgers-Goodyear Plan to send outstanding men around to eat at other houses during the week was unanimously approved at the last meeting of the FIC. The plan went into ef­ fect yesterday and will continue each Thursday through the spring.

The Council also made plans for the FIC dance to be held April 16th at the Avon Country Club. A no-cover dance, it will last from nine to one. Ralph Stewart's seven-piece band will furnish the music.

A committee was set up to prepare for the forthcoming Masque Plan in April, which consists of President Bill Godfrey, Louis Christakises, and Earl Lussen.

Chesterfield Spenders New Letters to Editor Contest

In conjunction with Chesterfield re­ presentative James Sauvageau, the Tri­ pod will offer free cigarettes of cigar­ rettes for the best letters to the editor submitted by March 1st.

The letters, which should be signed and limited to 300 words, may be con­ cerned with either college or national events. All entries should be submitted to the office of this newspaper by noon on Monday, March 1st.

Alpha Chi Rho Treats Kids From Cripple's Home Thru Thurs.

Some 13 children and teen-agers from the Newington Home for Crippled Children were the guests of Alpha Chi Rho at the Vermont basketball game Thursday night in the field house.

The young people were brought by the police to the field house where the future brothers met them. After the game they were escorted to the house where they were served ice cream and cookies, listened to the Pips sing, and met the victorious cage squad.

WJUDP in Operation Garners President

WJUD, the college radio station, is now in operation again after a new receiver purchased by the Physics Department. The station had been previously unable to operate because of the lack of a receiver.

The selection results show Owen Garmer as president, Bob Wood as vice-president, John Drury as secretary, and Pete McE globe as treasurer. Professor Robert Kingsbury is the faculty ad­ visor.

WJUD operates on the college network every Friday between 9 P.M. and 4 o'clock. This net includes stations in the Northeastern and Middle Atlantic sections of the country.

Messages to anyone in these colleges that more and more men are entering college each year with this idea, and that he hoped the present students were here for: ... other and more compelling reasons; namely, to acquire that bread and general education that will equip you to be effective citizens and leaders of our republic.

F. P. A. Travels To Conn For First College NATO Talks

Last Saturday the College Foreign Policy Association, along with these five other colleges, visited the Universi­ ty of Connecticut for the first Col­ lege Conference on NATO.

While they were addressed by Dr. J. R. van Boemen, the Netherlands ambassador to the United States, who said that NATO is the prime factor in awakening the people to take action against Communism. The envoy continued by stating that the urgent achievement of NATO was not in awakening the people to Com­ munion but in the formation of an organization that can handle aggression, but in the moral aspect, which gives the would-be people some­ thing to cling to and hope for.

The various committee meetings were held in the morning. In the course of these, the participating students tried to solve the problems that have plagued NATO.

In the afternoon session Taylor Custer, formerly of USBO, and William Nunley of the State Depart­ ment were introduced by the presiding chairman, Stanley Newman. They both spoke briefly congratulating the student and commenting on their ability to solve problems in fifteen minutes that the fourteen nations of NATO haven’t been able to solve in a year.

207 Men Are Made Official Members of College Feb. 18

Twenty-seven upperclassmen became official members of a 131-year-old col­ legiate body last week.

They were admitted to the "honors and privileges" of the College at a matriculation service wherein the men who have proved their right to be called "college men by successful conclusion of the first semester of study. When they signed the matriculation regis­ ter, they became members of the col­ lege and future alumni for life.

The ceremony itself, which was held in the College Chapel at 1 p.m., was more than five centuries old, dating back to the Trinity College of Eng­ land from which Trinity at Hartford took its name.

HOW THE STARS GOT STARTED...

MAUREEN O'HARA says: "My first stage appearance was at age 3—between classes in a school play—reading a poem. I've literally lived that way ever since! First, in schools, churches, amateur theatricals. I was on the radio at 12; in the Athena Theatre at 14; had my first screen test at 17. Acting is hard work—but I love it!"

WHEN I CHANGED TO CAMERAS, I FOUND I WAS ENJOYING SMOKING MORE THAN EVER! CAMELS HAVE A WONDERFUL FLAVOR... AND JUST THE RIGHT MILDNESS! "Mildness & Flavor, for Mildness & Flavor, CAMEL" agree with more people than any other cigarette!"
### Slants On Sports
BY PETE MAKRIANES

The combination of recent warm weather and constant baseball news in the daily papers brought to my mind an article written by Billy Rose, famous night-club owner. Known chiefly for his accomplishments in the entertainment field, Mr. Rose occasionally gives his views on happenings in the world of sports.

In his recent column, he wrote an open letter to Dan Topping, co-owner of the New York Yankees, in which he expressed his feelings concerning the trade which sent the New York Negro prospect, Vic Power, to the Philadelphia Athletics, a trade which incidentally caused nation-wide speculation. It seems that when Mr. Power was making his presence felt in the Yankee organization, Jackie Robinson was sending the Yankee big-wigs of being prejudiced against Negroes. He issued the following statement: "The only way Vic Power will ever get into Yankee Stadium is to buy a ticket to one of the games." After the trade was finally completed, Billy Rose immediately jumped on the anti-Yankee bandwagon, and in his open letter to Mr. Topping he maintained that it was too bad that the Yankee front office had proven that Mr. Robinson's accusations were valid. Rose said that he always held a high regard for the Yankee owners, but that he was sorry to see them let this prejudice come out into the open.

### Home Attendance

I would like to give several reasons why I think that Mears, Rose and Robinson are way off base. First of all, the Yankees are a money making organization always seizing an opportunity to increase their intake. Their home attendance at games has been dropping off of late, and with this in mind Mr. Topping would not have let Mr. Power slip out of his hands had he believed that the out-felder could have won himself a regular berth with the champions, due to the fact that Vic would have lured many of the colored fans from the Polo Grounds and Ebbets Field.

Another reason they traded the rookie was that Casey Stengel has made it clear that no one in the Yankee farm chain could possibly break up the Bombers present out-field trio of Mantle, Woodling, and Bauer. Rather than

(Continued on page 6)

### Fencers Click 19-8; Kopp, Kramer Sweep

Led by Dick Kopp, George Kramer, and Kurt Niedman, the Trinity fencing team whipped Stevens Institute of Technology in Alumni Hall Saturday by a score of 19-8. The Stevens awardees had conquered the Bantams for the past three years.

Kopp, Kramer, and Niedman, forcing open, foil, and saber respectively won all their matches. Co-cap­tain Dave Fisher and Hal Bartlett each dropped one match, finishing with 2-1 records. Dave Beera, Gordon Bates, and Mac Hinkin all finished with 2-1 records.

### Vermont Bows After Barton Hits in Last Second

Banton Nails Vermont Upset as Team Victory

"Naturally I was disappointed when I looked up at the scoreboard and saw that the Yankers had only five points remaining. But, I felt that we still had a chance.

There were the words that Jack Barton used to describe his feelings concerning last Thursday night's basketball game.

### Nobody Clear

Continuing he said, "I don't recall too much after the time out. I do remember after Wes connected on a tap-in, Vermont losing the ball on a violation. After I scored mid-court, I knew there was little time remaining. I looked around for someone to pass to but nobody was clear. So I looked up at the basket, gave the ball a heave and prayed. Then I saw all the fellows rushing toward me.

"I was excited after the shot and the excitement stuck with me all the way out the overtime period. It wasn't the nervous type of excitement where you tighten up. With experience you know that type of feeling."

### Vermont Grabs Lead

Barton scored his sensational basket with fifteen seconds left, they trailed Trinity's undoing and of the situation, employed a full court press, which almost proved to be Trinity's undoing. With only three-fourths gone, the Cats cut the lead to 18-19.

### Vermont Leads, 69-67

The visitors increased their forces led at half-time 36-26. The visitors increased their lead, 69-67.

### Everything Confused

"Everything was really confused immediately following the end of the three minutes, Eustis and Kopp missed the lead, 65-64, due to a brace of point plays 'by Vermont's Jampolis. Billy Rose and the very dangerous Jampolis exchanged jump shots, but Davey Roberts scored three quick points which put Trits in the lead, 65-67. Once more Jampolis scored on a three point play and with five minutes remaining Vermont led 72-69. The visitors increased their lead to five points, 76-72, with only two minutes remaining. In the next forty-five seconds, Eustis and Mazurek combined hoops, and with a minute and a half left in the contest, Trits trailed by one. In the next minute, Trinity gave three for one, and with fifteen seconds left, they trailed 81-79. It was here that the reliable Barton scored his sensational basket to tie the score as the regulation time ended.

### Burlington Herald

Bart狞s Nail Tenth Win in Overtime Tilt 94-88; Vermont Bows After Barton Hits in Last Second

### Spirit and Team Play Tell Story

BY PETE MAKRIANES

Before a thousand screaming fans in the Field House last Thursday night, Trinity kept alive its home game winning streak in true Hollywood fashion. You had to see it to believe it, for as the final seconds ticked away, Trinity's Jack Barton led the Cats with a thirty-five foot push shot that sailed cleanly through the net to tie the game as the buzzer sounded, ending regulation time and forcing an overtime session.

The same Barton, with the aid of Wex Raita and Davey Roberts, sewed the contest up convincingly for the Bantams in the overtime: 94-88.

### Ten For Walla

Trinity started off fast in the early period with co-capt. Matt Wijg hitting for ten points, and led at its end of the session 17-11. Vermont closed the gap to two points early in the second quarter, but Trinity scored eight quick markers and opened a 27-17 lead. With Wallaces and Charlie Mazurek combining for twenty-five of Trinity's first half points, the hoo-ha forces led at half time 30-26.

The agressive Bantams continued to pour it on in the early minutes of the third quarter, and with five minutes gone, David Beera and four fourteen points point lead. Coach Ousting was forced to call the timeout for Mazurek, Charlie having committed his fourth personal foul midway through the third session. Vermont's best combination of the situation, employed a full court press, which almost proved to be Trinity's undoing. With only three-fourths gone, the Cats cut the lead to 18-19.

### Vermont Grabs Lead

Barton scored his sensational basket with fifteen seconds left, they trailed 69-67.

### Everything Confused

"Everything was really confused immediately following the end of the game. I don't remember how I got into the dressing room, but I do recall Scotty Prince throwing the ball up at the buzzerounded.".

"We were all thrilled with the game. It was our best performance of the year and a real team victory. The spirit of the fans helped us to play inspired ball and we really appreciated their enthusiasm."
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Hilltoppers Edge Techmen 56 to 55; Wallace Charity Toss Wins Contest

Trin Rally Pays Off in 9th Worcester

By BILL MC GILL

Trinity's free throw with 45 seconds to go in the game enabled the Fighting Irish to outlast the heavily-taped right wing of the Worcester Tech last Tuesday for their ninth victory.

**First Period Tie**

Tech started strongly but the action was very slow. After the three minutes mark the Bantams took the count at 12-11. Then the visitors take the lead almost immediately. As the first period dragged on, the shooting improved with Charlie Mazurek hitting vital spots to keep the Bantams close and finally tying the count 20-20 with a two-pointer just as the period ended.

If the opening period was bad, the second was horrible. Careless play on both sides with teams dulled the whole affair. Just past the halfway mark Trinity picked up to pull away from Worcester. At half the score was 20-18.

The second period was a product of the pathetic efforts by the Techmen as hit from the field. They hit only one of twenty-one shots in the second quarter.

**Trin Loses Lead**

Worcester rushed at the start of the half, Doug McLean sinking a score to give them a 34-33 lead. Jack Price then chewed it to 34-33 with 5 seconds had gone by. Barton and Mazurek collaborated to pull the hosts ahead, scoring 5 buckets between them.

**WPI Gets Hot**

But the Bantams collapsed again while the Techmen enjoyed their hot streak of the tilt, hitting their first 4 shots at the start of the last quarter. McLean and Schulte gave them the boost they needed, scoring 5-5 and 5-3 respectively.

Except for Trin and Mazurek, playing the last half with a heavily-taped right leg, neither a two-pointer and a free-throw.

With the score knotted 55-55, Wallace called the ball for 45 seconds and was led. His second basket of the night, giving 15-15 in the second half but never became a serious contender. Heyer announced 21 and Dugan 14.

**Frosh Swimmers Nip Westminster**

Westminster began to eat down the edge, but seconds by Dene Bennett, Bill McGill, and Pete Greer, and Don Taylor's victory in the diving kept the frosh ahead. Spatt was just barely edged out of first in the individual medley as Westminster took the lead 32-31.

But the frosh came through with flying colors in the relays, McGill, Logan, and Noel McLay continued their win streak in the medley with a run-away victory. The meet still hung in the balance on the final relay, but Sloth, Greer, and Bennett kept even with their own in the final event and Shannon gained the lead and the meet.

**Relay Trio Wins**

Westminster began to eat down the edge, but by halftime they were out of first in the individual medley as Westminster took the lead 32-31.

But the frosh came through with flying colors. McGill, Logan, and Noel McLay continued their win streak in the medley with a run-away victory. The meet still hung in the balance on the final relay, but Sloth, Greer, and Bennett kept even with their own in the final event and Shannon gained the lead and the meet.

**Trinity's Frosh Mermen**

Trinity's frosh mermen started and finished fast last Saturday as they won their second straight, 43-32 over Westminster at Simsbury.

Walt Shannon and Kent Sloth gave the visitors the lead with a one-three finish in the 40 free style. Kev Logan and Joe Spatt swept the breaststroke.

**The Hilltoppers**

For their ninth victory.

Trinity Academy ended the Trinity boys' winning streak at 5 on Saturday with a 71-56 thrashing. Earlier in the week Roy Dahl's club defeated Worcester Tech 74 to 66, for an even break in the week's play.

Gary Townley was Trinity's big gun, finishing with 13, 12, and 11 respectively. Joe Spatt was second with 13, 12, and 11 and Bill McGill was third with 12, 11, and 10.

**Worcester Tech**

Worcester Tech took the lead early in the first quarter and by half-time the score showed 28 for the home team and 23 for the Engineers. Dath substituted freely in the second half but even then Tech only narrowed the margin by two. Townley was not the only man to hit double figures for Trinity. Duering collected 10, Dugan 13, and Oyster 15.

Heyer and Duggan led the quintet against Boston but they could not do the same against Monson but they could not do better with the Techmen. Westminster began to cut down the late 21 and Duggan 16. A victory is not improbable if there is any kind of student support at Payne-Whitney Gymnasium to back the team's efforts.

School spirit is in its way back at Trinity, let's not let it die. We have been pleasuring all year long for student support and now that we have it, it is up to the student body as a whole to keep it going. A strong effort at New Haven will keep the ball rolling so let's not let the team as well as ourselves down.

**Where's your jingle?**

It's easier than you think to make $25 by writing a Lucky Strike jingle like those you see in this ad. Yes, we need jingles —and we pay $5 for every one we use! So send as many as you like to Happy-Good-Lucky, P. O. Box 67, New York 46, N. Y.

**SPORTS CORNER**

School spirit is a wonderful thing. All season long our fieldhouse has been filled to capacity by local high schools who turned out in herds to cheer their teams on, yet the attendance for the varsity games had been averaging a little over 100 people per game. Then came last Thursday night.

In preparation for the big game with Vermont, a rally was called by the Senate for the freshmen after which the latter all went to the fieldhouse to cheer in force for the first time all year. The result was a sight to behold.

Cheering Pays Off

Vermont was one of the best small college teams in New England and the Bantams were underdogs. This rally was sumptuous on the rear that echoed through the fieldhouse when the Trinity five took the court. This cheering kept up throughout the contest and the team reacted with one of the greatest performances ever seen on this court.

The ballplayers that took the court were the same men that had been playing all season long, yet what made them play such inspired ball on this particular night? The answer is simple. Messe. Barton, Wallace, Roberts, Eustis, Mazurek, and Price were simply driven to their utmost by the inspir­ ing roar that came from the throats of the freshmen and the student body as a whole. If this support had been as strong all season I believe the team would have had it much easier in their home games although they have yet to lose.
President of Educational Service Urges Use of Films

Princeton, N. J. — (L.F.) — A radical change in the teacher's job in order to improve the quality of American education was urged here recently by Dr. Chauncey, president of Education. In his annual report, Dr. Chauncey recommended that films and television be used to replace the "lecture role" of the teacher. The former, he said, had proved to be "more satisfying than poor in­structors and at least as effective as the average instructor."

The adoption of film and television as "instructional media," he added, "makes possible the personal teacher-student relationship which lies at the heart of the educational pro­cess."

Dr. Chauncey indicated that in har­monizing film and television to class­room use the teacher would be able to carry a bigger student load—"quite possibly the equivalent of three present classroom groups"—and at the same time give greater personal atten­tion to the needs of the student. A further advantage would be to make possible a "hand-tailored" course of study, specifically designed to meet the varied intellectual capacities and interests of the student, he said.

Pipes Will See Television Duty Tonight in New Haven

The College Pipes will be featured on "The Connecticut Spotlight" over station WNBC-TV, Channel 8, New Haven, today, from 7:30 to 7:45 p.m. The College male quartet, directed by Donald W. Kimmick, will render five college, barber shop, and popular selections. The program will include "How're You Gonna Keep 'Em Down on the Farm," "Old Rockin' Chair's Got Me," "I Don't Know Why," "The Sheik of Arabiy," and "Brothers Sing On." Kimmick also arranges the musical selections sung by the group.

Other members of the Pipes are C. Edgar Champion, Hugh Dickin­son, Richard A. Hennigar, John J. Hodge, John V. Marinos, Raymond J. Mylan Jr., and Ronald E. Moss.

Today's Chesterfield is the Best Cigarette Ever Made!

"Chesterfields for Me!"
Michael OShea
The cigarette tested and approved by 30 years of scientific tobacco research.

"Chesterfields for Me!"
Deborah Kerr
The cigarette with a proven good record with smokers. Here is the record. Bi-monthly examinations of a group of smokers show no adverse effects to nose, throat and sinuses from smoking Chesterfield.

Smoke America's Most Popular 2-Way Cigarette

Chesterfield
Best For You

Copyright 1954, Chesterfield Tobacco Co.